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Thbs paper is a tbsonzical study of the determination of prices, interest rates ar d currency



excbqe



rates, set in an infidtdy-livedtwo-countryworld which is subject both tc stochastic endowment sboclrs and to morretury instsbiiity. Formulas are obtained for pricing ail equity claims,nom~nally-dcnominated bonds, and cur&n&s, and these formulas are relate1 to earlie;, closely related results in the theories of money, fmance international trade.



This paper is a theoretical study of the determination of price:, interest rates and currency exchange rates, set in an infinitely-lived twc#-country world which is subject both to stochastic endowment shocks and to monetary instab.ility. The objectives of the study, or more exactly, the limits to the study’s objectives, are in large measure dictated by the nature of the model’s simplifying assumptions. In this introduction, then, I x411 first describe the common features of the models themselves, and then consider the range of substantive questions on which these models seem likelyrto shed some light. In i6 real .aspects, the model is a variation on that developed III Lucas (1978j.l Traders of both countries are identical, with preferences defined over the infinite stream of consumptian goods. Gaods are non-storable, arriving as unproduced’ etidowm&nts, following a Markov process. Agents kre risk aversle; so they will be ‘interested irLpooling these endowment risks, end since they have identical preferences, an equilibrium in which all agents bold the same portfdlio will, if ever attained, be indefinitely maintained. This perfectly *I wishts thank my whichmatariallyinflue



(9~J&wb Fretrkel and Nasser Saidi fol mrmy defailed discussions he direction this inquiry took and Sanford Grossman and David
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pooled equslibrium is the one studied, in various forms, below. Since equi:ibrium quantities consumed are, in this exchange system, dictated by nature, the analysis of the real sy!,tem involvts simpiy reading the ArrowS>ebreu securities prices off the appropriate marginal rates of substitution. This is carried out in section 2. In section 3, a single ‘world’ currency is introduced, with its use motivnted by a ‘finance constraint’ of the form proposed by Clower (1967) and Tsiarlg (1956), to the effect that goods must be purchased with currency accumulated in advance of the period in which trading takes ~lace,~ With a constant supply of money, or currency, the real aspects of equilibrium replicate exactly those of the barter equilibrium of section 2. When the money supply is stochastic, the formulas for securities prices require modification. Section 4 introduces national currencies, together with a free market or ‘flexible exchange rate’ system under which currencies may be traded, along with other securities, prior to shopping for goods. In section 5, the consequences of imposing a specific form of exchange rate fixing are examined. The normative conclusion reached from comparing these two regimes is a reproduction of the equivalence result reached earlier, and for basically identical ressons, by Helpman (1979). Concluding comments are contained in sections 6 and 7. The aspirations of this study are difficult to assess, for it is in some respects highly ambitious and, in others, very no&St. The framework here proposed provides one way of integrating monetary theory, domestic and international, with the powerful apparatus of modern financial economics. It is capable of replicating all of the classical results of monetary theory as well as the main formulas for securities pricing that the theory of finance produces, and of suggesting modifications to the latter theory suited to an unstable monetary environment. There is little doubt that the main task of monetary economics now is to catch up with our colleagues in finance, though the question of how this may best be done must be reg.arded as considerably more open. On the side of modesty, it must be conceded that when this integration is carried out as is done :he:re,many, perhaps most, of the central substantive questions of monetary economics are left unanswered, These failings wil! appear b&w more nakedly than is customary in the monetary literature, so much so that they may well appeirr to be failings of the particular approach taken here as opposed to those o,f this literature in general. I do not belicvc this to be the case. ‘1 take the term ‘finanr,e wnstraint’ from Kohn (1980), who traces the history of what I had been ding the ‘Glower coastramt uack to important earlier cc-ntributions by Robertson (1940) and Tsiang (1956),as well as forward to Tsiang’s (1980) recent paper. Kohn’s paper, which does not in any way detract from Glower’s (1967) contribution also deals decisively with some common criticisms of this point of departure in monetary theory.
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Though



the main concern of this paper is with alternative monetary arrangements, it is convenient to begin with an analysis of a barter equilibrium. The demography, technology and preferences of this barter econo~~y will remain unchanged in the monetary variations discussed later. Consider a world economy with two countries. These countries have identical constant populations; af.1 variables wit1 then be expressed in per (own country) capita terms. Each citizen of country I) is endnwed each period with t units of a freely transportable, non-storable consumption good, x. Each citizen of country 1 is endowed with q units of 2 second good, ,i. These endowments c and 9 are stochastic, following ,. Markov process with transitions given by



Assume that the process (&,Q) has a unique stationary distribution @(t, q). The realizations 5, q are taken to be known at the beginning of the period, prior to any trading but no information (other than full knowledge of F’) is available earlier. Each agent in country i wishes to maximize o


(2-I)



where xi, is consumption in country i in period t of the good x, and yi, is consumption of the good y. The function U and the discount factor fl arc common to both countries. U is assumed to be bounded, continuously differentiable, increasing in both arguments, and ,,rrictly concave. The remainder of the paper will be concerned with reso’ !rcer allocation in this abstract world under alternative market arrangements. The arrangemetitconsidered in this section is one of complete mark&s in the sense of Arrow (X964) and ‘Debreu (1959), under which agents trade in oods, spot and in advance, contingent on all posmgiblerealizations of the shock process (&,Q). In setting out the notation for such an equilibrium, I will exploit the simplicity of ,the present set-up to the full. Tht: preferences of agents have been assumed independent of their nationalities, so Sat agents differ, if at all, only in their endowments. Moreover, agents are risk-averse so that in the face of stochastically varying endowments, one would expect them to use available securities markets to pool these risks, In this context, poohng must come dowit to an exchange of claims on ‘home’ endowment for claims on ‘foreign’ endowment in return. Perfect pooling, in thts sense would involve agents of each country swn.r;g half the claims to ‘home’ endowment and half of the foreign endowment. The
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equilibrium constructed below in this sense and rer.iained



is one in which agents begin perfectly pooled so pooled under all realized paths of the dusturbances .3 Under these circumstances, the world economy becomes virtually identical to ‘that studied in’ Lucas (19%)’ with a single representative consumer consuming half of the endowments of both goods, or (#C&) e&h period, and holding the ‘market portfolio’ of such securities BS are traded. Our analytical task will be to price these &curities, Let S= (5,q) be the current state of the system. Take the price of all goods, current and future, to be functions of the current state s, with the understanding that prices are assumed stationary in the sense that the same set of prices is established at s independent of the calendar time at which s may be realized. Then knowledge of the equilibrium price functions together with knowledge of the transition function F(s’,s)= F(t’, q’,c,q) amounts to knowledge of the probability distribution of all future prices, or rational expectations. In what follows, agents are assumed to have such knowledge. In view of thz simplicity of the model under study, it is evident that although all Arrow-Debreu contingent claim securities can be priced, only a very l&nited set of securities is needed to represent the ‘market portfolio’ that traders will hold in equilibrium. I will proceed under the following, wholly arbitrary, conventions as to which goods and securities will be traded, indicating at various points below how other securities may easily be priced as well. For a system in any current state s, let the current spot price of good x be unity, so that all other prices will be in teims of current z+units. Let p,,(s)be the spot price of good y, in x-units, if the system is in state s. Let a,(s) be the current x-unit price of a claim to the entire future (from tomorrow on) stream (&) of the endowment of good X, and q,,(s) ihe current price of a claim to the fature stream (~3. With these conventions set, consider an individual trader entering a period endowed with 8 units of wealth, in the form of claims to current and future goods, valued in current x-units. His objects of choice are current consumptions (x, y), at spot prices (1,p,(s)), equity shares OX in future endowments (E,) at the price per share qx(s), and shares S, in future (qdl priced at qv(s).His budget constraint is thus



x + PyMY + !mf& + 4ywy s 0.



(2.2)



For a given portfolio choice (O,,$), his wealth i> ?c-unitsas of the beginning of the next period will, if next period’s stair: is s’, be given by :



jThis restrictiori of the analysis to a particular stationary equilibrium obviously must leave open questions inr,olving the stability of equilibrium, or of whether a sys&m beginning with agents imperfectly pooled would tend over time to approach the perfectly pooled equilibrium studied below. For reasons given in Lucas and Stokey (1982) and Nairay (1981), time-additive preferences of the form (2.1) probably imply a negative answ~ to this stability question.



8” = o,[g’ -t qJs”)f -t q&(s’)q’ + q,(s’)J



(2.3)



With this investment in notation, one can write out a functional equation for the value uf&.$ of the objective (2.1) for a consumer (of either nationality) who finds himself in state s with wealth t;rand proceeds optimally. It is s) = max (u(x, yj -t-flj de”, s’)f W,s) ds’),



x.,+$



(2.4)



subject ta the constraint (2.2), where 0’ is given by (2.3) and where f is the transition clensity for the transition function F.” The fintorder conditions for this problem are (2.2), with equality, and



Moreover, we know that the multiplier 1. is tile derivative of tae maximized objective function v(t?,s) with respect to the right-hand side of (2.2), or that u&l, s) = 1.



(2.9)



In a perfectly-pooled equiliinium, we know that each trader consumes his share of both endowments, so that (x. y)=(+&~~)_ Hence from (2.5) and (2.6), the equilibrium spot prices of y in terms of x is



ere the



nd equality defines a shorthand that will be us.ed frequently



6W.



Also



in equilibrium, each trader begins ard ends a pWod with the ~r~~li~ 0.: equity ~~airns 0%= &- ). Then fi*om(2.3), (2.9, (2.7j and rc8 in the {ill>process arc priced by q.,(s)=:/?[c,,(s)-‘j..“Eusic’)[{’ + q,(s’)]f‘(s’, s)ds’.



Symmetrically (eldest) probes3 are priced !DJ



(2.11)



from (2.,“;, (2.9, (2.8) and (2.9) shares in the (rlj



*For a rigoraus mntm :nt of 813equalion essentially idantic; 1 to (2.4). see Lucas (1978). f cm proceeding here at a mu& Em formal level.
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“Ju,(s’)rp,(s’)q’-:-qyW)lfY. 4 ds’.



(2.12)



These formulas may be comparewi to their counterpart (6) in Lucas (1978). Either may be solved ‘fornard’ tcl give the current price in terms of future dividends only; Thus from (2.11) (2.13) Eq. (2.2) may similarly be solved 


subject to, in place of (2.2), x + pfi)y + qx(s)ex+ q,(s)e,



+ p )(A, S)Z 5 e



(2x9



and with tomorrow’s wealth 0’ given by



8’= u-5’ + 4xWl-t e,cPyfm'



+ aym + ZXJW



(2.16)



in place of (2.3). The first-order condition for z for this problem is



!j h(@rs’)X,&‘)f(s’,s)ds’ = Aq”‘(A,



s).



(2.17)



Now the equUibrium level of z must be zero, since all x-units are already claimed by equity holders, so a.11other equilibrium prices are 8.s d~t~~in~d above. Ht:uce applying the fafzts rZ=u&s)- U,(s) to (2.1’7)gives (2.18) It will be convenient below to have a notation for the ‘density function” q(s’,s) corresponding to th.e function qE1)(_4,s). Let



&“(A,s)= [q(s’s)ds.‘.



(2.20)



A



8 claim to one 3nit of ac contingent on next period’s ing S. period securities in (2. i8), the recursive character of the to price ~-period =urit;es via the Markovian formula



or, in terms of the density q(s’~..s), n=2,3.....



(2.22)



Here @~A,s) is t:xe price5if today’s state is s, of a unit of good x n periods hence contingent on &e system”s being in a atate in A at that date. In addition to prickg all claims to returns made risk)- by nature, the theory can price arbitrary, man-made lotteries. Thus let g(u,s’, s) be a probability density for y conditioned on (s’,s), and let it be possible to purchase or sell at the price r(s) per unit, z units of a claim to u units of x delivered tomorrow, where u is drawn from g(u,s’, s). Then by reasoning identical to that leading TVthe formula (2.18) one arrives at the lottery ticket price formula: r(s) = #I[U&s)] - ’ 1U&‘)ug(tr. s’, s)f(s’, s) du ds’.



(2.23)



Notice that if u and s’ are indepzmdwt .:e integral on the right-hand side of (2.23) factors and, (2.19)one obttis



That iq the prirx af



lottery ticket is the price of one unit future x, with n return (in units of X) per lottery tic t. Where is the with the variability of u? tt is absent, as it should market no one is in a positron to impose risk on d be charged for risks not borne. anyone else:,and no pr



The ~~~di~~ s~~~io~ provides a complete theory of equilibrium goods and securities pricislg for a two-good, barter exchange economy. The
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remainder of the paper considers a variety of alternative monetary arrangements for this same world economy. In all models studied, the use of ‘money’ or ‘currency’ will be motivated by a constraint imposed on all tratders to the effect that goods can be purchased onIy with currency accumulated in advance. The idea, as sketched in Lucas (1980),is that under certain circumstances currency can ‘serve as an inexpensive record-keeping device for decentraiized transactions, enabling a decentralized systena to imitate closely a centralized Arrow-Debreu system. I will not elaborate on these features of the technology that make “decentralized’ exchange economical, relative to ‘centralized? The timing of trading is taken to be the following. At the beginning of a period, traders from both countries meet in a centralized marketplace, bringing securities and currency holdings :previously accumulated, and engage in perfectly competitive securities trading. Before the trading opens, the current period’s real state, I =(& I;!),is known to all, as are any current monetary shocks. At the conclusion of securities trading, agents disperse to trade in goods and currencies. I find it hdpful to think of each trader as a two-person household, in which one partner harvests the endowment and sells it for currency to various strangers while the other uses the household’s currency holdings to purchase goods from other strangers, with no possibility of intra-day communication between them, but this little story plays no formal role in the analysis. At the end of a period, agents consume their goods and add cash receipts from endowment sales tu their securities holdings. Given this tiriling of trading, and given the presence of any ssl:rities earring a positive nominal return in some currency, it is evident that qents, will hold non-interest-bearing units of that currency in exactly ;he amount needed to cover their perfectly predictable current-period goods purchases. This extremely qharp distinction between ‘transactions’ and ‘store of valise’ motives for holding various assets is, for some purpos~:s, much overdrawn, but for other purposes it is extremely convenient, as it collapses current period ‘goods demand’ atid ‘currency demand’ into a single decision problem. In the economy under study, let M, nominal dollars ger capita (of each country, or 2h4, in total) be in circulation, so that there is a single ‘world money, and the world economy behaves.,as in section 2, as a single two-goad system. Prior to any trading in period t, let each trader’s money holdings be augmented by a lump-sum dollar transfer of w,Mt.._ i,so that the monr:y !jupply evolves according to h4t+~=(l+w,+,M.



(34



‘!ke Ho&t (1974) and Lucas (1880) for scenarios which try to ma.ke this reference to a d=ntraRized exchange of money arid goods more concrete and hencx. better motivated for present purposes.
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That is, M, denotes the post-transfer, pre-trading per capita supply of money for period t. Let (w,) follow a Markov process, possibly related to the real process Is,;, wit the transition function



and a correspondtug transition density qw’, w, s’,s). Think of w, as being known, along with ;t prior to any period i trading. Now let pX(s,A4)*X the dollar price of .a unit of good x, when the real sta+.e of the economy is s and when post-transfer dollar balances are M, and let p,,(s) be the relative price of y in terms -4 x-units. Since all currency is, by hypothesis, spent on current goods, we have



so that nominal prices follow: (3.2) This is the unit-velocity version of the quantity theory of money to which the Glower constraint leads in the absence of a ‘precau:ionary motive’ for money holding. To determine the behavior of equilibrium goods and securities prices, i will seek an equilibrium, analogous to that constructed in section 2, in which agents from both countries begin in a situation of equal wealth and maintain this situation over time. Let there be two securities traded, in addition to currency: a perfectly divisible claim to all of the dollar receipts from the current and future sale of the process 
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m



x + p,(;)y 5 --.



B&7Ml



8



A given set of choices m, OX,OY,x and y will dictate a begirming-of-nextperiod asset position 8’ as .follows.His sources of hnds in dollars are unspent currency carried over from the current period, m -&, M)(x+ p,,(s)y), dividends and 1the fuew market value of. his {C,} holding 6,, B,[p(s,&f)t -t p,(s’,M’)q,(s’,w’)], dividends and the market value of his {ql) holdings, 6$&(s, M)p,(s)q-t p&‘, M’)q,,(s’,w’)], gnd his nextdperiod money transfer w’M. Since 0’ is measured in x-units, each of Cese terms must be deflated by px(‘s’, M’). Then



w'm



(3.5)



+&(s’, M’). The monetary analogue to (2.4) is then V(s,H:,M,fI)= max ~rYr~,e~,






(3.6)



subject to (3.3) and (3.4), where 8’ is given by (3.5) and where dF and dH abbreviate f(s’, S)ds’ and, his’,s, w’,w)dw’, respectively. Now nr can be eliminated between (3.3) and (3.4).to give x + Pytslv



+ !A



+Wx + !I@, w>e, S @*



(3.7)



lrffthe finance constraint (3.4) is binding in all states, the first term on the



right-hand-side of (35) will be zero. Replacdng pX(1,l ) with the values given at (:f,M) and (s’,M')=(s', M(1+ w’))by (3..2),(3.5) can be replaced by



5Withthese simplifications, it is clear that V(S,w,M,6') does not depend on M, .’ and(3.(i)can be replaced by
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(3.9) subject_to (3.7) and with 8’ given by (3.8). The first-order cond&ions far this problem are wGY)=:It,



/I J B&‘, w’, @



(3.10)



qAs’,



w’) t



Py(S’W * PdSh dF dN = ilq,,(s, 1+ w’ 


t; +



w).



(3.13) In addition tl(s,w,e)=i



(3.14)



hclds. These are analogues to (2.5)-(2.9). In the equilibrium here conjectured, quantities of current goods arc (x, y)= (&ttl> and a trader beginning a period with the equity holdings ($4) will choose to end with (ox, 6$)=(&f). At these consumption levels, C.1.10)and (3,11) are satisfied with the same relative price p,,(s) given in C2.10).and L = U&5, b) = U,(s). Then (3.12) and (3.13) become



Etideatly, the portfolio (&, 6?,,)-(-&,# is feasible for an agent bcginn ing a period i7viizh a B-v~lu~lequal ta one-half the world’s money supply and onehalf the outstanding equity sham. &se (3.3j.j Evaluating the right-hand side 0f (3;8j+kt(es, e,, = c+, d’ = g&Y, w’)+ q#, w’) a 
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that this portfolio choice maInrains the perfectly pooled equilibrium. Hence (3.15) and (3.16) are, as cenjectured, equilibrium equity prices and (2.11:)continues to describe equilibrium goods prices. It is necessary Aso to verify that equilibrium nominal interest rates are strictly positive under all states, since this equilibrium has been obtained under the provisional hypothesis that the finance constraint is always binding. To do so, it is necessary to price dollar-denominated one-period bonds, which can be done as follows. A claim to one dollar next period is a claim to [PAS’, M’)] - 1 units of x next period, where M’= M(l -I-W’)is next period’s post-transfer money supply. From (3.2), then, a claim to a dollar one period hence is a claim to [2M(l+ w’)]- ‘[c’ +p,,(s’)q’] units of X, one period hence. Using the ‘density’ &‘,s) defined in (2.19), the equilibrium price today, in x-units, of the claim is



&[ UJs)] - ‘j U,(s’)[~’ + p,,(s’)q’-J( Its price in dollars is then



pJs, M)



1+



+I’)- If(s’, s’)+(w’, w, s’,s) ds’ dw’.



times this quantity, or applying (3.2) again



f(s’, 4 ds’dw’,



(3.17)



where b(s, w) is the doflar price today of a claim on one dollar tomorrow. Eq. (3.17) is a version of the familiar decomposition of the nominal interest rate (6- ’ - 1) into a ‘real rate of interest’ and an *expected inflation premium’, but in a context in which these terms have a definite meaning and in which agents’ attitudes toward risk are taken fully into account. The term ‘real rate’ is inherently ambiguous in a multi-good economy, but the factor



B



u,(s’)r -I- U*(s’)q’



f (s’,s)ds’ wit -;-uym



(3J8)



is a deGent enough index number of the ‘own rates’ of ir,tere;st on goods x and y, and describes how nominal interest rates would behave under a regime of perfectl:lr stable money, or w,= 0 with probability one, for all E. If money is not pt:rfectly stable, the integrand of the term (3.4), will in equilibrium be divided by 1+ w’, integrated with respect to the distribution H(w’,w,,s”,s) of the next monetary injection w’i and the resulting function. of next period’s real state s’ will be integrated with respect tlI>.s’.This is the way rational risk-averse agents will assign an ‘intlation premium’ onto the nominal ir teres: rate in situations lwhere current conditions, real and monetary, convey information on future money growth.
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Now, as already observed, (3.2) will hold in equilibrium in all states only if nominal interest rates are positive in all states. Hence the restriction Q(s,W)< 1 for all (s, W)



(3.19)



must added in what follows. Eq_ (3.17) displays the requirements imposed ‘>y(3.19): A high subjective discount rate (low /I)%low s variability, itnd high average in&&on a.1 work to make (3.19) more likely to hold. It is iilu~j~~tin~ to compare the equity price formulas (3.15) and (3.16) to the equity prixs q-4cj and q&s) given in (2.11) and (2.12). In the barter economy of section 2, the price yfs)-y,(sr+ci,(s) of a claim to the entile world’s output sequence satisfies, adding (2.11) and (2.12) (3.20) In the monerary economy, the price q(s, w) = qr(s, w)+ q,,(s,w) obtained by adding (3.15) and (3.16) satisfies q(s, w) = /3[U,(s)] -



“j-U&(d) As’, w’) + (’; ;y



dFdH.



(3.21)



1



[Both (3.20) and (3.21) may be solved forward to obtain analogues to (2.13).] The formulas (3.20) and (3.21) differ by the fact,or (1 + w’)-I that cleflates the real ‘dividend’ in (3.21). The point is that in a monetary economy an equity claim is a claim to dollar receipts, and this claim may be diluted (or enhanced) by monetary transfers. Agents in a monetary economy are free to exchange all of the ‘real’ securities available to them in section 2 [so that, for example, 4s) as given by (3.20) continues to price total world output correctly in the monetary economq~9’but it is no lo Iger possible for all private portfolios together to claim all -eal output. The ‘inflation tax’ must be paid by some Inc. Notice also that, depending on the joint distribution W
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price of a claim to all of tomorrow’s money is, under the policy w’~0,



which, using (3.2) and (2.10),equals



This expression is identical to the ‘dividend’ term in the equity price formula (3.21),when w’zz0. In this model, nothing is gained by economizing on the number of securities traded, but it is of some interest, I think, that with stable monetary policy, a single dollar-denominated bond is the equivalent of a fully diversified equity claim to ‘world output’ one period hence. As soon as money becomes variable this simplicity is lost and additional securities are needed. It may be the case that in situations in which costs are associated with multiplying the number of distinct securities held, this loss of simplicity is one of the welfare costs of monetary instability. 4. A national currency,flexible exchange rate model In this section, the timing and monetary conventions of section 3 will be retained but instead of a single world currency, two national currencies will circulate.6 These currencies will be exchanged fiee!y at a centralized securities mafket, along with any other securities people wish to trade, prior to trading in goods. As in section 3, it will be assumed that nominal interest rates for bonds denominated ineither currency are! positive ‘in all states* so ‘that the finance constraints’ for both currencies are always binding. I+ there by M, ‘dollars’ in circulation after any transfers have accufred in period t, and N, ‘pounds’. These currency supplies are assumed to evolve according to M



t+1



==(I+wo.t+lM~



(44



Iv r+1=(~+w1,1+&%



(4*21



1



6;KRrakkn~



~~



w~lace



(ip,*j



salty



~~ilibiiui;i



~~~.



ir;ultiplo



~~r~~ciits,



but



~~*



'8



~~fiR*



in



which traders a& fr& to use any Wrer~y in &~trAsirctiot: (ptividd Ais “&eeptablc to tith parWin the exchi@e). In the present paper, the. question of which sellers will a&ept which currency is settled at the outset, by convention [see (4.3) and (4.4)]. T,his starting point obviousty precludes making progress on some of the fundamental qu&i&s p&d in Karaken atnd Wilface (197%.
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where the transitions fur the process (wJ = (wCt,wI,) are given by



Each citizen of ctruntry Q receives a lump-sum dollar transfer of w,JM, _ 1 at the of t; each citizen of 1 receives the pound transfer wltN, _ , . With the finance constraint binding, equilibrium nominai goods prices are simply (4 3)



anatog~us to (3.2). Letting p#) denote* as before, the price of )I’in x-units, the equilibrium exchange rate (S/E) is given by the pu.rchasing-power-parity (i.e., arbitrage) fm-mula 4% M N)=p.& ilf)pd(s)cpp(s, N)] - l



=!$s).



(4.5)



n’otice that this formula for the exchange rzte depends on the relative cur~~cy supplies in exactly the way one would expect on quantity-theoretic rounds. It will a1so vary with real endowments, in a manner that depends on the derivatives of



TO see what is invslved, s;znsirir;r the case where U is hamothetic, so that the marginal rate of substitution is a positive, negatively-sloped function g(r), say, of the endowment ratio r==q/c only. Then the dollar price of pounds will se in British cutput relative to the U.S., if incrca



The sverse sign would occur in the case wIierc relative prices are so sensit+e TV relative quantity changes that the terms of trade ‘turn against’ a high output country; the cast; Bhar-- zti (19%) and Johnso~~ (lW5) called ‘immiserizing growth”. This discussion of the relationship of exchange rate behac ior to the curva,ture of i~~di~e~~~~curves has an ‘elasticities approach’ flavor to it. Yet
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the formula (4.5) is also consistent with the ‘monetary approach’ to exchange rate determination, being based on relative monev supplies and demands. The reason these two approaches are so compatible in the present context is that the extreme ‘transactions demand’ emphasis implitit in the use of the finance constraint makes the ‘stock’ demand for money and the ‘flow’ demand for goods equivalent.’ As irr section 3, securities pricing will be studied under the provisional hypothesis that agents of both countries hold identical portfolios. Having obtained prices under this hypothesis, it will then bc verified that this is in fact equilibrium behavior. As always, there is a great deal of latitude as to which limited set of specific securities is assumed to be traded in equilibrium. I will select a set that facilitates comparison with the analysis of sections 2 and 3. Let qX(s,w) be the price, in x-units, of claim to all of the dollar receipts of the r, process and let &, w) be the x-unit price of the pound receipts of the qt process. Agents hold these two securities in a portfolio (Osrliy).In addition, since monetary transfers accrue (by assumption) to nationals of each country, agents will want to pool this monetary form of endowment risk. Let r.Js, w) be the price, in x-units, of an equity claim to all future periods’ dollar transfers, wbM: and let T,,(s,w) be the x-unit price of all future periods’ pound transfers w;N. Let ($,,+$ denote an agent’s holding of these two instruments. Then the portfolio constraint for an agent beginning a period with x-unit holdings of amount 8 is, analogous to (3.3),



(4.6) His finance constraints, analogous to (3.4), are px(:c,M)x 5 m,



Y,CS, WY 6 n*



(4.8)



Consolidating these constraints and using (4.5) gives the analogu;r to (3.7): X + py(S)y *t rAS, N)#i



+ +y(Sj W)l*y f ‘q&S, W)8i -b (@.iS, W)Oy



S 0.



w9



For a cmzen of country 0, the beginning-of-next-period wealth (in x-units) ‘SeeStockman (1980) fol a &x&y retat& earlier discussion.



_



w;M



’ PAS’,M”b’



(4.10)



For a citizen of country 1, the last term on the right-hand side of (4.10) is [j&‘, AC)]- ‘e&v’, M’, N’)w\N and (4.10) is otherwise the same for him as for the country 0 citizen. With the constraints (4.7) and (4.8) binding, the first term on the right‘land side of (4.10) is zero. The remaining terms can be simplified using the nominal price formulas (4.3-o-(.5), so that (4.10) reduces !o the a:lalogue of MI):



+



r,(s’, w’)$, -I- r&s’,w’,fj/,.



(4s I)



(This is for country 0. The modification for country 1 is obvious.) T-he proble:m facing the agent is then given by u(s,w,O)=



max fU(x,y)+flfv(s’,w’,B)dFdK), X.f*eX’By.#&



(4.12)



subject to (4.9, with 8’ gil,,en by (4.1I). The development of the first-order conditions for this problem is suffkietltly close to the preceding section that it need not be repeated. In a
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symmetric equilibrium, the agent must buy (x, y) = (&,b), (Q,, 6,,)=(&$), and (I,,$~,$,,)=(-$,#. A country 1 agent holds (+,, $,,)=(& -$) and otherwise behaves identically. In such an equilibrium equity prices are given by the analogues to (3.15)-(3.16):



u&)q,(s,4 = SSW’) Q’, w’)+ w



r’



I



dFdK



0



(4S3)



(4.14) The prices of tlie claims to future monetary transfers are similarly given by (4.15)



&.(s)r,(s, w): =#g U,(s’) r,(s), wl)



+a



1



p,,(s’)q’ dF dK. 0



(4.16)



As in section 3, it is necessary to determine the conditions under which nominal interest rates will be strictly positive. A claim to one dollar one period hence is a c:aim to M -'( 1 + wb)- ‘4’ x-units and hence has a current x-unit price of



Its dollar price is therefore &(s, w) =. p



““*(s’)t’ - 1



J



U,(s)(t 1’+wb



d&’



4



y



*



’



(4.17)



Similarly, a claim to a pound one period hence has t,he current pound value: (4.18) The discussion following eq. (3.17) is applicable to (4.17M4.18) as well. 5. A national currency,fixrid exchangeratt! moldd



In this section, the timiug, ml*+-ictaryconventions9 a.nd market structure of section 4 will be maintained without change. The objective of the analysis
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will be to find a symmetric, perfectly pooled equilibrium in which the exchange rate is maintained at a constaf,t level through central bank intervention in the currency market. Not wntly, fixed exchange rate regimes are discussed as though they were equivalent to a single Currency regime such as that analyzed in section 3. Thus if there are $M and $2Vin circuIation, and if the exchange rate is fixted 8f s’, then one cm&i cd AA-i-&Vthe ‘world money supply’ and let this magnitade play the role of M in section 3. This is where the anallrsis of this Section is headed, too, but in order to gain some insight into the conditions under which this simplifying device is legitimate, it is best to begin at a prior levd. Accordingly, the existence of differentiated national currencies in the sense ciFsection 4, and a currency-and-securities market operating under the me r&s, are both assumed here. Hence, if the exchange rate is to be fixed, someone or some agency has to do something to make it fixed. I will assign this role to a single, central authority, holding reserves of both currencies, trading in spot currency markets so as to maintain the exchange rate e at some constant value E8 To analyze such a regime under ,ational expectations, it is necessary either to assume that the behavior of tL central authority, in combinati,Jn with the behavior of monetary policy and real shocks in the two countries, is consistent with the



maintenance of the rate c?, or to irlcorporate into the analysis the possibility of devaluations and the consequent speculative activity this possibility would necessarily involve. I will take the permanent



former, much simpk:r, course. Let the aulhority begin (and also end) a give:1period with total reserves of dollar value D, possibly after receiving new currency transfers fr WI one or both countries. Let it;c holdings after all securities trading is completed be $R



and S so that at the conclusion of trading D-E+c?
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must hold. Under the hypothesis, provisionally maintained he??; that nominnl interest rates are uniformly positive, eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) wil! continue to h&l, but with M and N replaced by the quantities M-R and N-S of these currencies remaining in pwate circulation. Then the formula (4.5) for the equilibrium exchange rate becomes



sThis model of an uxekange rate fixing institution is taken from Hetpm $3 (T97% where narianal central banks are atso considered.



Given 6, given the value of s=(&q) selected by nature, and given the two national money supplies h_! and N, (5.1) and (5.2) are two equations in the end-of-period reserve levels R and S. Viability of the fixed rate regime, then, requires that I? >O and S >O for all possible states (s, M, N). It is readily seen that these two inequalities are equivalent to D =, N& MF p,,(s), and



(5.3)



To interpret these conditions, suppose that the positive random **ariable (q/?&,(s) ranges in value from zero to infinity. Then for (5.3) and (5.4 1 to hold for all states of nature s the stabilizing authority m,usi hold reserves 1d’ dollar value D exceeding both the dollar value of pounds outstand ng Nd [inequality (5.311 and all outstanding dollars M [inequality (4.4)]. Tighter bound.s on the range of (s/{)p,(S) would permit smaller reserves. With constant money supplies M and N (or with woI= wit =0 for all t) it is clear that a sufficiently large reserve level D can always be selected. With M, and N, drifting over time, even if the drifts wo, and wlr are perfiectly correlated, it is clear that no constant reserve level D can maintain (5.3) and (5.47~ forever. Surely this cannot be surprising. It is equally clear that by augmenting reserves appropriately from timv to time the inequalities (5.3) and (5.4) can be indefinitely maintained. In this rather weak and obvious sense, then, the maintenance of fixed exchange rate requires coordination in the monetary poiicies of the two countries and of the stabilizing authority. At the same time, there may remain a good deal of latitude for independent monetary policies on a period-to-period basis. Indeed, over a sample period in which no devaluations occur, the inequalities (5.3) and (5.4) should probably be viewed as placing no econometrically useful restrictions on the joint distribution of the processes wo,,wit. With (5.3) and (5.4) maintained, then, the rest of the analysis is precisely that of the single-money world economy studied in section 3. Now M,-- R, =+ &V, --St), or ‘world money’ plays the role of M, in eection 3. The Markov processes governing the motion of world money would have to be derived from the behavior of the two monetary policies and the stabilizing authority, and might not be first-ordea. h4odifying the analysis of section 3 to incorporate higher-order processes on the monetary shock is not a difficult exercise. Of course, the requirement (3.19) that nom.inal interest rates be positive is presupposed in this adaptation, too. In summary, then, it is possible to devise a pegged exchange rate regime under which the Pareto-optimal resource allocation obtained under a Fexible



rate system is rep1icate.d cxactfy, provided only that the authority responsible for maintaining the fixed rate is armed with suficient reserves. Thi!; conclusion does not, of course, rert on the notion that price fixing is bmocwm in any ge@d isense, but rather on the function served by the pmticular gn’ces that appear in this mod& In the barter allocation of section 2, 8 full list of Arrow-Debreu contingent claim securities is available. In the mo~&eWry modeil of section 3 mo;ley is introduced in addition to these contingent clslim securi:ies+ motivakd by the idea that current goods e carried out in a deeent.:alized, anonymous fashion. With stable monetary modification does not disturb the relative price configuration of sectiosl 2. a m:ond money was introduced and trztde in the two permitted. Again, with stable money supplies, relative prices and quantities are not altered. This redundant security does no harm. It also does no good, howevpzr, and thus when it is effectively removed, as in the present section, the: erriciency properties of the real resource allocation are left und+&&ed. The price-fixing involved does not (or need not) alter the relative price of any pair of goods. as it does in the classic case for flexible rates constructed by analogy to ordinary commodity price pegging. Neither does it introduce any new options, as it does in Mundeli’s (1973) defense of a ‘common I 9rrency’. One frequently sees exchange rate regimes compared in terms of where it is that certain shocks get ‘absorbed’. In the present model, with perfectly flexible prices in all markets, ‘shock absorption’ is eary and the issue of which prices respond to which shocks is of no welfare consequence. However, the two regimes do differ radically in their implications for the volatility of domestic nominal prices, and a comparison jmay be suggestive in thinking about extensions of the model to cover situations in which nominal price instability is associated with real pain. Consider only regimes with perfecily stable money supplies, M and Iv, so that the only shocks are to 4 and 11.in the flexible rate regime, nominal prices in country 0 are given in (4.3). Here px(r, M) responds to changes ill endowment with an elasticity of minus one, and to changes in the n endowment nat at all. In the fixed rate regime, p,(s, Ml is given by (h$ --a)/


I '[M+tN-D],



SOthat thz domestic price level is just p.$,



M)= f


3%
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or world money in private circulation divided by world output, valued in Xunits. Now if world output fluctuates less than output in each individual country, domestic priice levels have less ‘shock absorbing’ to do under fixed than flexible rates. This observation is very much in the spirit of h4undell”s argument in Mundell (1973). To what extsnt thsse results, and those of Helpman (1979) and Helpman and Ratin’s (1981) earlier work should be taken to bear on the controversy ol’zr which se? of international monetary institutions are to be preferred in practice is difficult to determine. I suspect that the central issue in this debate is whether one takes a nationalist or an internationalist point of view toward relations among countries. If so, economic analysis cannot be expected ts resolve tht: question directly, but it may contribute indirectly to its resolution by making it more difficult for contestants to defend essentially politiciel conclusions on the basis of what seem to be ‘purely’ economic arguments,



6. Possible relaxatims Of the many ways in which the models in this paper differ from reality, four seem to me likely to be the most crucial in applications: the assumed absence of production, the implication that the velocity ,of circulation is fixed, independent of interest rates and income, the implication that all agents hold identical portfolios, and the absence of ,business cycle effects. ‘The purpose of this section is to discuss briefly the likely causes and/or consequences of these presumed deficiencies in the model. Prclduction can be introduced into the barter model of section 2, so long as the one consumer device is letained. Using the connection between competitive equilibria and Pareto-optima, one can obtain the optimum (and equilibrium) quantities produced and consumed, and insert these quantities into the marginal-rate-of-subst,tution formulas used in section 2 to price securities. See Brock (1979). In the monetary economics of sections 3-5, matters are nor so simple. As in Grandmont and Younes (1973), the Glower constraint sets up a ‘wed * between the private and social returns to capital and labor. Factors production utilized today produce goods consumed t;>day, but since factors are paid at the end of the period, the private trade-off involves exchangin effort trJday for consumption tomorrow. With a positive discount rate, this difference matters. These observations are valid even under a perfectly stable monetary policy; with stochastic variability in the latter, still more complications are involved. These are not difficulties of formulating a coherent definition of an equilibrium with production, but they are barriers to applying the solution methods used in Brock (1979) or Lucas (1978) and hence challenges to future research,
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The unit-velocity prediction (really, assumption) of Clower-based monetary models is a great convenience theoretically, as wt have seen earlier in this paper, but a serious liability in any empirical application one can imaginf:. It use of the way information is assumed to flow in the model: $rs’st, wple learn exactly how much they will buy in the current ‘period’ and at what prir;;e, s~sa$, &y execute these purchases using currency balances tuned for this purpose. I3y reversing this sequence by, for example, maaknngpeople commit themselves to money holdings priar to learning the current value of the shocks c and q+ or by introducing non-insurable, personal shocks as in Lucas (tF)PQ), one can introduce a precautionary motive to money demand that leads to a richer and more conventional treatment of velocity. These modifications lead to csmpli;ations of their own, however, and I thought it best to abstract from them in this first pass at a set of problems which is complicated enollgh in its own right. Of course, even if modified to incorporate a precau:ionary mcrtive, any Glower-based model assigns a heavy burden to the idea of a ‘period’, and one is definitely not supposed to let the length of a period tend to zero and hope that the pre&ctions of such a model will be unchanged. This observation is sometimes raised as a criticism of models of this class. If such critjcism were accompanied by examples of serious monetary theory which does not have this property, it would have considerably more force.g The fact that, in equilibrium, all trader:3 in the world hold the identical market portfolio is a simplification that is ‘absolutely crucial to the mode of analysis used above. It is also grossly at variance with what we know about the spatial distribution of portfolios: Americans hold a disproportionately high fraction of claims to American earnings in their portfolios, Japanese a high fraction of Japanese assets, and so on. For that matter, neighborhood savings-and-loan banks attract local savings, mostly, and invest it in 104 assets, mostly, even within a sin e city in a single country. Why is this? Much of conve ional trade theory ‘explains’ this sj.mp(y b>r the existence of inrernational capital markets, in certain selective wag~.‘~ A real answer must havt something to do with the local nature elf the information people ha’ve, butt it is difficult to think of models that even make a ~ginnin~ 011 understanding this Issue. It is encouraging that the theory of finance has obtained thearicb of sccuritic.5 price behavior that do very well em~~~c~lly based cln this c lmmon pa’tfolio assumption, even tha:rgh their predictions on pe:tfolicr composition iuc as badly off as those of this paper. Finally, these r~~dels contain nothing that I wouid call a ‘business cycle’. ‘The finance constraint idea can be adapted to continuous lxne models [see Frenkel and which case the rxlevant ‘period’ becomes a fix4 lag between the date of sale and the date of recxi ‘“An exception is Weiss’s (1980) anslysis.
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There is real variability, due to endowment fluctuations, and monetary variability, due to unstable fiscal policy, but th? nnly connection between these two kinds of shocks arises because policies may react to endowment movements. There is no sense in which real movements are i~uiuced by monetary instability. There is no doubt that the absence of such ef&cts must limit the ability of models of this general class to fit time series, though the seriousness of this limitation for relatively smooth episodes such as the post* World War II period is not well-established.



7. Conclusion This paper has been devoted to the development of a simple prototype model capturing certain real and monetary aspects of the theory of international trade. Its results consist mainly of the re-derivation within a unified framework of a number of familiar formulas (or close nnalogues thereto:) from the theories of finance, money and trade. Perhaps the best way to sum up, then, is simply to provide a compact index of these formulas. The formula for equity pricing in ?,n ‘&icient market’ in a real system is given in (2.11) [or (2.13)J in a form that reflects agents’ aversion to risk; (2.23) adapts this formula to any arbitrary, related security. Modifications of these formulas suited to an erratic, monetary environment are given in (X15)-(3.16) (for the one-money cases) and (4.13)-(4.14)(for the two-money case\. The ‘equation of exchange’ for determining domestic prices app&rs as (3.2) and (4.3H4.4;. A version of the Fisherian formula for expressing the nominal interest rate in terms of its real and nominal determinants is given in (3.17) and again in (4.17)--(4.18),The purchasing-power-parity law of exchange rate determination is given in (U), I found it striking that all of these formulas - really, every main result in classical monetary theory and the theory of finance - fall out so easily, once an investment in notation is made, This seems to me an encouraging feature of models based on the finance constraint. It remains to be seen, however, whether models of this type can be pushed into genuinely new substantive territory.
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